


Amul SEO Statistics

 Amul website



Amul website has a 
Domain authority of 59

Domain Authority is a search engine ranking score that gives a measure of how
successful a site is when it comes to search engine results. It was created by
software development company Moz, and gives an overview of likely search
engine performance.



Amul Traffic overview

Organic traffic is those visitors that land on your website from unpaid
sources, aka essentially free traffic. Organic sources here include search
engines like Google, Yahoo, or Bing.



Amul Organic Traffic overview

Organic traffic is those visitors that land on your website from unpaid sources,
aka essentially free traffic. Organic sources here include search engines like
Google, Yahoo, or Bing.



Amul Organic Keywords



Amul Organic Keywords

An organic keyword is a keyword used to attract free traffic through search engine
optimization (SEO).



Branded will show you all branded keywords that we find for the
queried domain. Non-branded will show keywords that are not
branded for any domain at all. 

Amul Traffic



Amul has Backlinks of 51K

 A backlink profile is the quantity, anchors and quality of links pointing to your website.



A backlink profile is the quantity, anchors and
quality of links pointing to your website.

Dofollow backlinks and nofollow backlinks are two ways of
identifying a link and telling Google how to associate the
website you are linking to your website. 
Dofollow links are a way to pass on authority to a website,
while a nofollow link does not pass on link juice.

Amul Backlink Profile



86% of the backlinks is from Text

Amul Backlinks types

14% of the backlinks is from Text



An organic competitor is a website you're competing against for position
on keywords, be it for one or many

Amul Top Organic Competitors



Competitive Positioning Map

A competitive positioning map is a visual positioning tool that compares brands,
products or services.



Amul’s YouTube Marketing Strategy



Amul Youtube Engagement Rate 0.04%



Amul Instagram Marketing Strategies



Amul Facebook Marketing Strategies



Amul Facebook Marketing Strategies

Amul Facebook Engagement Rate 2.34%



Amul Twitter Marketing Strategies



Amul Twitter Marketing Strategies

Amul Twitter Engagement Rate 0.35%




